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Case Study – Americashotelelpaso.com 

Introduction 

Americas Hotel - El Paso is one of the best hotels in El Paso that provides guests a memorable and 

comfortable stay with a warm experience and authentic service quality. Combining amazing amenities 

with a peaceful environment, the hotel enhances the stay of every traveler. Situated conveniently, the 

hotel allows you to access the best of El Paso conveniently. With its amazing modernized facilities 

and affordable hospitality, every guest here is bound to experience the best stay in El Paso.  

 

 

 

The Challenge 

Consistently delivering a great experience for every guest takes time that was being taken up 

managing their web presence. To thrive and keep revenue growing, Americas Hotel - El Paso was 

promoting new information, creating seasonal packages, and trying to keep their web presence fresh, 

all on their own. But when its team didn’t have the time, the website simply was not updated. Their 

website provider had set them up with a website optimized to SEO best practices when it was first 

created, but research, updates, and maintenance were left to them. And since digital marketing best 

practices change over time, key factors, like mobile optimization, were not kept up-to-date after that 

initial launch. Mobile visitors had difficulty navigating the site, meaning they’d be less likely to book 

directly. 
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The team at Americas Hotel - El Paso knew that keeping guests engaged was essential to their 

strategy going forward. Since this hotel is a destination for both business and leisure travel, guest 

engagement and loyalty are essential to their success. This is why the ability to keep their website up-

to-date with new packages, promotions, information about events, and ancillary services, as well as 

making it easy for guests to book, was essential going!!  

The Solution 

We re-launched their website with a focus on guest engagement and driving direct bookings. Their 

new site displayed individual room types on feature-rich pages that list the room’s amenities and 

details alongside a large gallery of photos. The hotel is now able to focus on what matters – showing 

off its modern aesthetic while continuously driving home all the reasons to stay with it. 
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The site also includes focused landing pages for the services Americas Hotel El Paso needs to 

promote. Their services, staff, amenities now target specific local keywords that bring in qualified 

traffic. As a full-service guest destination, their website reflects all their service offerings and related 

promotions. 

In addition to the website itself, our team worked with their management on all things related to their 

digital marketing web presence. 

 

The Results 

The three to five hours a week that the hotel team was spending on its website are now reduced to a 

few hours a month. Armed with the performance reports they receive regularly, its team can now 

make analytics-based decisions on what’s doing well, which pages are seeing views, and where they 

can do better. Updates are quickly taken care of, and their regularly scheduled check-ins ensure that 

the team always has an idea of how the website is performing. 

In terms of performance: everything is looking great. The hotel saw a considerable increase in direct 

revenue year over year from their independent booking engine, enjoying a great increase over the last 

six months. 

Key markets that the website’s SEO strategy was designed to attract have increased, including 

individual leisure travelers and transient travelers. The number of rooms booked has also increased. 

The new website’s targeted events pages have drawn in an increased number of inquiries for social 

and corporate events. 

Americas Hotel - El Paso now is receiving many repeat guests who are familiar with their property.  
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Client Testimonials  

Websrefresh is simply one of the best hotel web designing companies that I have ever had the 

pleasure to work with. The team is excellent at what it does because it is client oriented, always 

probing further to truly understand my business, opportunities, needs, and how to extend that 

business to the Internet in the most impactful way. Understanding my situations and objective, the 

team was extremely passionate about delivering excellence every single time, and they all worked 

very hard at the small details that set apart a good design from a great design. After experiencing the 

significant and positive changes, now I say that they have taken my business to the next level on the 

web. 

 

No matter the size or scope of your hotel, Experts at Websrefresh can help!! We specialize in offering 

a full suite of Internet marketing solutions for hospitality businesses. We develop high-quality hotel 

websites with critical marketing functionality. Your website will be more than a pretty face and will be 

visible in search and built to turn passive visitors into interested prospects. 
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